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Renowned statistician Nate 
Silver told Lake Forest students 
and faculty that polls aren’t as 
accurate as they are thought to 
be, in his lecture last Wednesday 
called “How to Read the Polls 
Like a Pro,” held in the Lily Reid 
Holt Memorial Chapel. Silver 
has successfully predicted sports 
victories like the White Sox World 
Series win in 2005 and political 
victories including Clinton’s 
in 1992, and currently projects 
that Democratic presidential 
candidate Barack Obama will be 
elected president.
Silver resides in Chicago and 
graduated from the University of 
Chicago in 2000, said an article 
about the pollster on Wikipedia.
org.  He studied economics at the 
University and went on to work 
with baseball statistics before 
working with political polls, said 
the Web site.
Polls may project a two to 
three point difference, he said, 
but often has a seven-point 
margin of error. “Look at them as 
a skeptic,” he said. 
He commented that the polls 
are not predictive of the future by 
any means, but rather a snapshot 
of the past. Because there are 
so many variants in what could 
happen in the month, or even 
the day before the election, polls 
are only a measure of how well 
a team or politician is doing up 
until that particular moment, he 
explained.
A variety of factors contribute 
to the inaccuracy of polls, 
especially in recent years. In 
this election, Silver pointed out 
that 50 percent of cell phone 
users are below the age of 30 
and more likely to be tech-savvy 
and liberal. Therefore the polls 
that make calls to cell phones 
are usually 2-3 points in favor of 
Obama.
That kind of observation has 
given Silver a lot of attention. “I 
had never heard of Nate Silver 
and his work until about a month 
ago,” said Ernest H. Volwiler 
Professor of Mathematics Ed 
Packel. “Now, he seems about 
to become a media hotshot. I 
have seen him in the last few 
weeks on MSNBC and on the 
Colbert Report. His thoughtful 
use of probability and statistical 
ideas is helping him to make 
more accurate descriptions 
and predictions about how the 
country feels, at the moment, 
on key political issues. I also 
appreciated his caveats about 
reading too much into polling 
results.”
Silver was asked by one 
attendee about the Bradley Effect, 
which is when a voter gives 
the pollster one impression but 
behind the voting curtain decides 
to change his or her vote. Calling 
it an “X Factor,” he said he is not 
a big believer in it, citing a study 
by a Harvard professor showing 
that in the 1980s, this was a much 
larger phenomenon, but now it 
has mostly dissipated. Instead, 
Silver said that there are typical 
proﬁ les to swing voters. White 
middle-aged voters are more 
likely to vote for John McCain, 
while Hispanics and young 
college students are most likely 
to support Obama.
The turnout for voting has 
increased over the years. A 30 
to 40 percent increase among 
Hispanics and the 18- to 29-
year-old block has come out to 
vote this year. Silver said that 
although the 18- to 29-year-old 
block is catching up in turnout 
this year, they have a long way 
to go. The Hispanic population in 
Texas is rising, and as immigrants 
become citizens and start voting, 
Silver predicts that Texas could 
become a swing state by 2016. 
Next, Silver was asked about 
the reliability of internal polling. 
Silver said candidate’s polls 
are still ﬂ awed, but in theory 
should be more reliable because 
the candidates are on the inside, 
and should know more about the 
race.
Sarah Palin presents another 
discrepancy in polling. Polls have 
read that middle class women are 
in favor of Palin, but are the polls 
right? Silver responded that Palin 
has the worst popularity out of the 
four candidates, and is no longer 
seen as an asset to McCain’s 
campaign. The problem with 
Palin’s approval polls is the fact 
that they are so hard to interpret. 
Silver suggested that voters 
might like a candidate, but not 
think that he or she is doing a 
good job—the polls that reﬂ ect 
Palin’s likeability may not reﬂ ect 
her electability.
The lecture left many 
questioning the legitimacy of 
polling agencies; however, 
attendees were advised to visit 
Silver’s website, Fivethirtyeight.
com, to learn more about his 
methods and predictions.
A map from Nate Silver’s website FiveThirtyEight.com projects, as of 
Tuesday 
Graphic courtesy FiveThirtyEight.com
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First time voters who plan on 
voting absentee this year are in 
danger of having their votes dis-
carded, due to the passage of the 
Help America Vote Act in 2002. 
While the law was in effect 
for the last presidential elec-
tion, record numbers of ﬁ rst-
time voters, especially col-
lege students, are expected to 
cast absentee ballots.
Under the provisions of 
the Act, those voting for the 
ﬁ rst time must either vote in 
person or send a color photo-
copy of their ID in with their 
ballot.
Robert F. Kennedy Jr., has 
been a vocal opponent of the 
Act. In a September 2008 radio 
interview with Mike Papantonio, 
Kennedy said that if college stu-
dents “send in the absentee bal-
lot and they don’t include a color 
copy of their license their vote is 
going to be thrown into a trash 
can. And none of these people 
know this because you have had 
to read the law in order to know 
it.”
Besides the criticism of the ID 
provisions and the lack of public-
ity surrounding the Act, Kennedy 
also criticized the fact that votes 
can invalidated if the voter has 
slight name variations on differ-
ent government documents.
“If I registered as Robert F. 
Kennedy Jr. and yet my motor 
vehicle license said Robert Fran-
ces Kennedy Jr., I’d be removed 
from the rolls,” he said.
The Act was originally passed 
in the wake of the 2000 presi-
dential contest amid charges of 
massive voter fraud in Florida 
and other states. Congressional 
Republicans insisted upon the ID 
requirements, and Democrats in 
the House were forced to accept 
the terms.
Not students were aware of 
the legislation.
“I had not heard about the 
changes,” said Amy Runyon, 
a senior from Richmond, Ind. 
“There was nothing in the direc-
tions in my absentee ballot but 
luckily I’ve already voted in per-
son.”
Some states did inform voters, 
however. “They included the re-
quirement in the directions,” said 
Erik Wingo, a senior from Den-
ver, Colo. “But they didn’t say it 
had to be in color.”
The Act is not necessarily a 
partisan issue, however. State 
Senator Susan Garrett (D-Lake 
Forest) encourages people to 
“look at both sides of the issue.”
“There are reports from battle-
ground states where people were 
getting registered several differ-
ent times,” said Senator Garrett. 
“We have to make sure there isn’t 
voter fraud, and therefore, there 
has to be some form of identi-
ﬁ cation involved.”
Garrett believes that the 
color copy requirement may 
be excessive, but maintains 
that some form of ID is neces-
sary.
Lake County Clerk Willard 
R. Helander, a Republican, 
also believes that the law is 
necessary. “The purpose is to 
ensure the person registering 
to vote by mail actually exists 
and lives at the address where 
they are seeking to register,” said 
Helander.
“There is no requirement that 
applies just to students or just to 
students who vote by absentee 
ballot,” continued Helander.
A possible avenue for col-
lege students is the ability to vote 
early. As of now, 34 states and 
the District of Columbia allow 
people to vote early, and students 
returning home for fall break this 
weekend may have the opportu-
nity to vote then, depending on 
their home state’s laws.
Reed College’s Early Voting 
Information Center keeps a cur-
rent state-by-state listing of early 
voting laws, and can be found at 
www.earlyvoting.net. 
Stentor SkunkWatch 2008
Skunks and raccoons have been appearing all over campus. 
Where do they live, and how can you protect yourself?
LEAH SCULL
PROOF EDITOR
scullls@lakeforest.edu
With the rise in the number 
of skunks, raccoons, and even 
feral cats on and around the Lake 
Forest College campus, students 
are becoming concerned for their 
own safety.
The Stentor spoke with Foster 
G. and Mary W. McGaw Professor 
in the Life Sciences Anne Houde 
to learn more about the creatures 
we share the campus with.
Q: What time of year are 
skunks and raccoons most 
active?
A: Any time.  Neither one 
hibernates, but in really cold 
weather, they, like you, tend to 
cozy up in a protected place and 
not come out.
Q:What time of day are they 
most active?
A: Both are mainly 
nocturnal.  If you see one during 
the day, stay away, it might have 
rabies.  Rabies affects animals’ 
brains and causes abnormal 
behavior.
Q: If a student happens to 
run into a skunk or raccoon 
on campus, what should you 
do? Avoid it and ﬁ nd another 
way around it? Try to scare it 
away?
A: I would avoid it, especially 
a skunk, which is most likely to 
spray if it feels threatened.  And 
deﬁ nitely stay away from 
raccoons and skunks too if you 
ﬁ nd them in the garbage—they 
might be more likely to stand 
their ground over tasty morsels.
Q: What do you do if you get 
sprayed by a skunk? Is there 
any way to remove the stench?
A: According to www.
gshepherd.com, a shampoo 
made of 1 pint 3% hydrogen 
peroxide, 2/3 cup baking soda, 
and 1 tablespoon liquid soap will 
do the trick.  They also mention 
Pepsi as a good remedy.  I have 
never heard of a person who got 
sprayed, but I’m sure it must 
happen, maybe even on South 
Campus on a Saturday night.
Q: Any ﬁ nal words?
A: We live on a beautiful 
campus with a natural setting, 
so we must share it with other 
animals!
The locations of skunks and raccoons on the Lake Forest campus are indicated on the map above.
Graphic by Lake Forest College and Justin Tardiff
Graphic courtesy acsblog.org
An example of an absentee ballot.
KATHRYN APPELHANS
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It can be the most dreaded, anxious experience 
of a GLBT community member’s life.  They 
ask, “will my friends and family accept me for 
who I am?”  Some people put this moment off 
as long as possible.  Others spontaneously admit 
their orientation when asking for orange juice. 
No matter how it happens, coming out-to others 
and themselves is a pinnacle moment in the life 
of a gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgendered 
person, and the Coming Out Day Monologues 
help create a more comfortable place for that 
moment to happen.  On Tuesday, October 14th, 
ﬁ ve students and one faculty member shared 
their coming out experiences to a supportive 
crowd in McCormick Auditorium.  Although 
each monologue was unique, they all express a 
common message.
PRIDE President, senior Jared Fox, started 
the PRIDE-sponsored event by explaining the 
importance of the event.  “We wanted students to 
educate each other, to share their personal story.” 
Stories ranged from a slam poem to a monologue 
translated from Spanish into English. Fox added, 
“Tonight, we want to address the question of 
‘what if we never came out?’”
One monologue performer, Taylor Tuscherer, 
explained his thoughts on the event. “The 
Coming Out Monologues offer a glimpse into 
what it’s like to be gay and have to come out in a 
world that feels very prejudice toward [you], and 
I think this makes other people’s restraints easier 
to relate to,” he said. “I want people to leave 
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Herbicide, dandelion treatment evaluated
Students straight 
about coming out gay
Jared Fox led an introduction to the PRIDE-sponsored National Coming Out Day Monologues, 
which featured personal stories performed by Lake Forest faculty and students.
Photo by Kathryn Appelhans
See Gay on page ﬁ ve
here having more respect and be more tolerant to 
people who are different in general.”
Jared Fox started the event with slam poetry, 
a piece called, “Hide and Seek.” Fox touched 
on difﬁ cult issues, including hearing “fag” and 
“gay” being used as insensitive adjectives and 
recognizing people who have been murdered for 
being homosexual.
Communications Professor, Linda Horwitz 
shared a story about coming out to herself, and 
then to other people in her life.  Her story began 
“my junior semester at the Antioch Buddhist 
studies program in Bodh Gaya, India,” Horwitz 
explained.  After a kiss from a  woman on the 
trip, Heidi, Horwitz started to think about her 
sexuality in a different way.
“I had never consciously considered I was a 
lesbian.  I had a boyfriend, who was studying in 
London for the year,” she remembered.
Junior Jerrica Cerda shared the story of 
coming out to her mother, ﬁ rst as a bisexual, and 
a few weeks later as a lesbian. 
The experience that put questions in her head 
happened with her best friend from high school 
Kira. Cerda explained “ I was really [explicative] 
confused.”
Cerda came out to her sister ﬁ rst, and her 
mom over the Christmas break of her sophomore 
year.  She still cannot tell her father, because of 
his strong religious views on homosexuality. 
“That’s the biggest challenge,” she said.  “I want 
to tell my dad, but if I do, I really don’t know 
what would happen to me. Honestly. But I hope 
that one day I do.”
LEAH SCULL
PROOF EDITOR
scullls@lakeforest.edu 
For the past several years, many 
College community members have 
been concerned about the use of lawn 
herbicides on campus, particularly those 
used to kill dandelions.  Several faculty 
members living in Campus Circle 
frequently requested that the College 
not spray the lawn in front of the house 
in which they were living.  In an April 
18, 2005 email, Director of Facilities 
Management Dave Siebert announced 
that the spraying that year would occur 
on April 22, Earth Day, and that the 
faculty who lived on campus would 
no longer be permitted to exempt their 
own lawns from the spray.  “We have 
received far too many complaints about 
the areas that have not been sprayed,” 
read the email.  “These areas have 
created breeding grounds for the spread 
of dandelions into adjoining yards, and it 
is usually these adjoining neighbors that 
have complained to me.”    
This email alarmed Campus Circle 
resident and former Assistant Professor 
of Biology, Caleb Gordon.  Gordon 
questioned Facilities Management in an 
attempt to learn what exactly was about to 
be sprayed on his lawn, to which no one 
in the ofﬁ ce knew the answer.  Concerned 
with the potentially hazardous effects of 
the dandelion spray, Gordon contacted 
Truegreen/ Chemlawn in an attempt to 
learn the spray’s chemical makeup. It 
was then that he learned that one of the 
herbicide’s active ingredients, Dicambia, 
is a known reproductive toxin, causing 
spontaneous abortions and birth defects 
at low chronic doses in lab rats. It was 
not until after he conducted his own 
research that Gordon learned that the 
herbicide also contained 2, 4-D, which 
is half of the chemical make-up of Agent 
Orange, the infamous defoliant used in 
the Vietnam War that has been linked to 
countless cases of cancer in veterans and 
Vietnamese civilians. Gordon pointed to 
two published scientiﬁ c studies that have 
also statistically linked 2, 4-D exposure 
to increased rates of non-Hodgkins’ 
lymphoma.  Furthermore, the US Center 
for Disease Control currently has the 
chemical as “possibly carcinogenic.”  
Based on what he found, Gordon sent 
a message to President Stephen Schutt, 
Leslie Chapman, and Dave Siebert saying 
that the College must stop the spray, 
and a year long moratorium on the use 
of dandelion-
c o n t r o l 
herbicides was 
issued.
T h e 
C o l l e g e ’ s 
Environmental 
Issues and 
C o n c e r n s 
A d v i s o r y 
C o m m i t t e e 
( E I C A C ) 
spent the 
following year 
researching the 
ins- and outs 
of lawn care 
and herbicides, 
c o n c l u d i n g 
that there is no 
safe dandelion 
p r o d u c t 
currently on 
the market 
and issued a 
ﬁ nal report 
to College 
Council in the 
spring of 2006.  
P r e s i d e n t 
Schutt issued 
a campus wide 
statement in 
response to 
the report, 
calling for a ban on the use of herbicides 
on interior lawns, but also reserving 
the option to use 2, 4-D on the most 
publically visible lawns, such as Glen 
Rowan and the lawns adjacent to 
Rosemary and Sheridan Roads.  “The 
College will retain a professional ﬁ rm 
this month to spray carefully our grass 
athletic ﬁ elds and campus lawns that... 
attract comparatively little foot trafﬁ c,” 
reads Schutt’s response.
Benjamin Goluboff, Associate 
Professor of English and current member 
of the EICAC, praised the compromise 
made between the Administration and 
the 2005/2006 EICAC committee.   “I 
am an opponent of lawn for aesthetic, 
economic, and sustainability reasons, 
but I think the college made a sensible 
compromise in deciding to continue 
the use of chemical pesticides on high 
visibility areas of lawn, and to discontinue 
them elsewhere.  In the current climate 
where people feel so strongly about 
landscape issues, compromise is difﬁ cult 
and valuable.” 
Schutt’s memorandum also calls 
for appropriate signage to inform the 
community of those areas that have 
been sprayed. “At the time of spraying, 
signs will be posted along the perimeter 
of each of the lawns to 
notify passers-by of the 
herbicide that has been 
used.”  Though evidence 
of this remains to be 
seen, Siebert assured 
community members 
that speciﬁ c actions 
are taken to minimize 
human exposure to the 
herbicides as much as 
possible.    
According to Siebert, 
the College stopped 
taking such rigorous 
care of the lawns about 
a year and a half ago, 
in favor of contracting with Brickman 
for lawn care, instead of Chemlawn. 
Though he expressed indifference on 
the matter, Siebert pointed to the fact 
that the dynamics of the College’s lawn 
are changing as a result of the lack of 
herbicides. “When you stop spraying for 
weeds, invasive species can take over 
the grass completely.  Consequences 
of an unsprayed lawn is one composed 
of clovers and weeds.”  As 
a result, Brickman does 
continue to administer 2, 
4-D, but only in the spring 
and in those areas previously 
designated.  
 According to Siebert, 
Lake Forest continues to 
spend approximately $5000 a 
year on herbicide treatments, 
a cost that, according to the 
EICAC, could be greatly 
alleviated if the College were 
to convert non-essential lawn 
areas into native prairie/ 
savanna vegetation that 
requires no maintenance and 
even generates addition value. 
A fellow ACM institution, 
St. Olaf College, recently 
converted seventy-ﬁ ve acres 
of their campus to native 
vegetation, and therefore 
nearly eliminated the need for 
herbicides containing 2, 4-D. 
Schutt’s memorandum 
calls for similar action to 
be taken at the College, but 
besides the Shooting Star 
Savanna behind the Johnson 
Science Center, this too 
remains to be seen.
However, Goluboff remains 
optimistic that Lake Forest 
will soon incorporate more 
native prairie ﬂ ora on campus.  “I 
hope the college continues long term 
planning for the campus landscape, and 
that the planners consider the gradual 
substitution of low maintenance native 
plants for lawn.”
Photo by Kyle P. Meredith
A single and untreated dandelion sits among a ﬁ eld of clovers on the lawn in front of the Facilities Management building.
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The following are a selection of reports to Lake Forest 
College’s Public Safety ofﬁ ce between the dates of 
Wednesday, October 8th and Tuesday, October 14th.
To report a crime, dial (847) 735-5555, or use the 
anonymous crime reporting page on the Public Safety 
webpage at www.lakeforest.edu.
On October 10 at 9:09 a.m., Public Safety was alerted of 
suspicious activity and a possible attempted entry at 330 N. 
Sheridan Road on South Campus. Facilities Management was 
notiﬁ ed of the situation.
On October 10 at 6:39 p.m., Public Safety reported to the 
Sports Center on South Campus, where staff reported mud 
tracked throughout the building. The scene was cleared.
On October 11 at 1:49 a.m., Public Safety reported to the Mohr 
Student Center on Middle Campus on a report of larceny at 
Boomer’s Café. Food items were taken from the café without 
paying. The scene was cleared. 
On October 11 at 11:36 a.m., a report was placed with Public 
Safety of a student whose ﬁ nger was cut in Gregory Hall on 
CampusWatch
CORRECTION
The name of last week’s “Athlete of the Week,” Kat Mi-
kuta, was incorrectly spelled on Page 8.
RUMOR: Most of Lake Forest College’s residence halls are 
currently not compliant with state sprinkler laws, and no plan 
exists to make residence halls compliant.
FACT: The College is in compliance with Illinois law regarding 
ﬁ re sprinklers.   Our renovated residence halls - Deerpath, 
Nollen, and Cleveland-Young - all have sprinkler systems.  Our 
older residence halls are not required to be sprinkled.  The State 
of Illinois recently enacted a statute that will require Illinois 
colleges to install sprinkler systems in all residence halls by the 
year 2013. The statute also calls on the State to create a revolving 
loan fund to help colleges ﬁ nance the new sprinkler systems, 
however, and the loan fund has not yet been established. The 
College has every intention of complying with the new statute 
once the revolving loan fund is created. 
TheStentor.com poll results
What did you think of Homecoming?
NOAH DION
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
PRESIDENT
dionnd@lakeforest.edu
This week, I want to add a few ideas 
to what the Stentor Editorial Board wrote 
about last week. There are only 1,500 of 
us in this community of students, and it is 
my sincere belief that the overwhelming 
majority of us want to have a good time 
and receive a solid education. 
However, there are a small number of 
us who want to take everything a little 
too far occasionally. When we see the 
front page of our school paper littered 
with what amounts to Lake Forest 
College’s trash, it hurts the student body 
as a whole.
It pains and angers me to hear 
professors wonder aloud about if 
students could be trusted with things like 
a student center if we can’t even respect 
the bathrooms that we use daily. 
More than the fact that the faculty is 
ridiculing us, which I’m sure happens 
regardless of our weekly actions, it 
bothers me that they don’t see any of the 
progress that we are making. Lake Forest 
is a much more civil, open, and friendly 
community than it was when I ﬁ rst got 
here two years ago, but it is a hard sell 
to faculty and staff who only have our 
transgressions to weigh us with. They 
ask how we can possibly have come up 
with an honor code involving the faculty 
if we can’t honor each other.
That is a very valid point in my 
mind, but there is another direction 
that we should take the conversation. 
It involves continuing to get our own 
house in order before trying to invite the 
faculty into it. Your Student Government 
Vice President Jonas Mikolich has been 
spearheading a project that encompasses 
a lot of what I believe to be the root of 
issues like the property destruction at 
homecoming. His idea involves having 
a social contract between students that 
would give us incentive and process for 
holding one another accountable for our 
actions. 
This is a process that would have 
to start small, with each of us agreeing 
change the way we tend to operate. Too 
often we call Public Safety to ask our 
neighbor to turn down the music when 
we could go next door and knock. Too 
often we leave plates and cups on the 
lunch tables waiting for the Aramark 
staff to clean them up for us, instead of 
asking our friends to take things with 
them. Too often we wait until after the 
light is broken to address the situation, 
instead of asking the person about to 
break it to go away. 
In general, too often we wait for 
others to do things for us. We then turn 
around and ask for privileges that we 
think every college student should have. 
After all of this, we complain about the 
fact that the administration is trying to 
be our parent when they tell us no.
The simple solution is to step up. In 
the coming weeks, I’m sure Jonas will 
be having discussions about getting 
together his social contract. I encourage 
you to participate or to seek him or any 
other member of Student Government 
out to give your input. 
More importantly, I encourage you 
all to start holding your friends and 
neighbors accountable for making Lake 
Forest College anything less than great. 
As students, we owe it to ourselves.
President’s Corner with Noah
IT’S PUZZLE TIME!
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Arts & Leisure
Gentleperson’s Gourmand
Photo Courtesy of Aramark.com
BEN WARREN
CONTRIBUTOR
warrebp@lakeforest.edu
Stop by Open Mic Night at the 
Mohr Student Center on any given 
Wednesday night and you are likely to 
witness a number of clichés: a fresh-
man ﬁ nger-picking her way through 
The Beatle’s Black Bird with a gen-
eral disregard for tempo, a drunken 
pool player requesting Free Bird, or a 
guitarist noodling around a couple of 
Led Zeppelin riffs under the guise that 
no one is watching him because he has 
not yet begun his rendition of Sante-
ria. There is however, a unique upshot 
to this otherwise wholly depressing 
spectacle. He goes by BK. And for all 
the lameness you are likely to see in the 
surrounding acts, you are guaranteed 
the following moments of glory from 
BK: he will express - both in song 
and banter - his love for booty, he will 
encourage insistently, repeatedly, and 
entirely in vain that everyone in the 
student center begin to dance, and he 
will perform a simulated sex act on the 
microphone stand. 
Perhaps you know BK from his 
radio show, “Bitties in the BK Lounge” 
(a title borrowed from the classic De La 
Soul track), or perhaps you know him 
as the kid with the enormous head-
phones who skateboards to and from 
Reid Hall every few hours. Perhaps 
you have even tried to push him off his 
skateboard and question his sexual-
ity, in which case I can’t imagine you 
would be much interested in his act. Or 
perhaps you are one of the few mem-
bers of the Lake Forest community 
to recognize him as Brian Kedzorski, 
class of ’09. 
BK, who has been performing at 
Open Mic Nights for four years, seems 
to thrive on the apathy of his audience. 
Indeed, Open Mic Night has become a 
clear indication of the self-absorption 
and general disinterest that seems to 
characterize much of the student body. 
Who attends Open Mic Night? Only 
those who intend to perform at Open 
Mic Night. Who attends Greek Week? 
Members of Greek Life. Who attends 
the ﬁ lm festival? The festival staff.  I 
am at a loss to identify any cultural 
event on campus attended by anyone 
who was not directly involved in its 
conception or operation. This of course 
is a generalization that excludes those 
events where students are likely to get 
laid: All-Campus Parties, off-campus 
parties, dorm room parties, and other 
three word venues ending in “party.” 
If only people realized how much BK 
wants to get them laid, then the campus 
would witness a sharp decline in atten-
dance at Thursday morning classes.
It is the poor attendance and entirely 
dismissive environment of the Open 
Mic shows however, that facilitates the 
genius of a BK performance. Nodding 
his head furiously up and down over 
his Korg Electribe as he constructs an 
increasingly intense house beat (think 
Michael Boogaloo Boyer, or a bassier 
Kraftwerk), it would seem that BK 
imagines himself performing for an 
audience that cares. 
Once the beat has reached its 
temporary plateau, BK leaves the 
beat machine alone, and tends to the 
microphone, which he will inevitably 
abuse both vocally and physically. As 
the song ends, the few members of 
the audience who have been aware of 
the performance offer a few embar-
rassed claps, indistinguishable from the 
clamor of billiard balls. 
Before beginning the next song, BK 
will request that everyone come to the 
front of the stage and dance. It is a sin-
cere, yet consciously ironic request not 
unlike Tenacious-D’s request to have 
their open mic host introduce the band 
by warning the audience of drunkards 
and low-lifes that they are about to 
have their socks rocked off and their 
jeans creamed. 
The audacity to perform with such 
fervor in such a cold environment is 
not a demonstration of BK’s oblivious 
disposition, but an ironic criticism of a 
shamelessly disinterested and unin-
spired student body. 
As his show ends, BK will remind 
the audience once again of his love for 
females, and their anatomically unique 
features. Enjoy this ﬁ nal moment, 
because after BK packs up his gear, 
and mark my words on this, a white 
kid with an acoustic guitar will take the 
stage. 
BK’s bumpin’ beats rock the Mohr Student Center
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The Lake Forest cafeteria changes 
its menu every day. The choice in main 
courses ranges all over the place from 
vegan to meatatarian. However, each 
and every day, Foresters choose from 
the same limited selection of bever-
ages. Patterns emerge in a world with 
such basic and consistent parameters. 
Because this rigid structure forces even 
the most adventurous eaters into some 
form of liquid consistency, societal 
trends form and an entire beverage-
related etiquette arises from the strict 
guidelines governing who drinks what, 
from where, and when. 
In the world of the LFC cafeteria, 
there are three basic drink stations: the 
milk dispensers that look suspiciously 
like udders, the colorfully sponsored 
soda fountain, and the coffee pot con-
glomeration. Each commands not only 
a type of person but also an entire set 
of rules and regulations for the proper 
usage of these communal wells of 
nourishment. 
A gigantic, chromatic machine bares 
two ovular, white, plastic tubes that 
jut out abruptly and appear to have 
been just as suddenly sawed off with a 
hacksaw. These two tubes serve as the 
teat that gives milk to the student body 
of LFC. There is no denying that these 
look disturbingly like the udders of a 
cow. Nonetheless, Foresters ﬂ ock to 
this location in search of calcium and 
strong bones. The crowd around this 
basic source of sustenance reaches its 
height in the early morning with only a 
few selecting milk as their beverage of 
choice during the evening meal hours. 
Diversity reigns supreme around the 
milk machine, no group demographic 
appears to dominate the dairy drink 
consumption.
Starbucks coffee occupies the station 
immediately next door to the milk. This 
caffeine haven calls to hordes of drowsy 
students sluggishly staggering into the 
cafeteria after hard day in academia. 
Coffee is a gender-blind beverage, but it 
does appeal mostly to those more active 
on campus. Unfortunately for them, 
it has been leaked from anonymous 
coffee-drinking sources on campus that 
many notice a laxative effect present in 
this otherwise useful beverage. 
The most pleasant surprise in the 
entire beverage-related world of LFC 
is the vast array of condiments avail-
able to all java junkies. The basics, 
such as non-dairy creamers and sugar, 
limit the potential of the beverage 
constructed by any Forester on their 
own, but ﬁ fteen steps to the library and 
any ﬂ avor combination from pumpkin 
to English toffee can be concocted. For 
such a simple drink, there can be more 
permutations than would ﬁ rst appear 
possible. Similarly, the coffee-drink-
ing populace reﬂ ects this sentiment, a 
seemingly simple demographic with 
more permutations and individuals than 
one would fathom. 
The soda fountain breeds confor-
mity. Social types and 
cliques work along the 
lines of their choice at this 
fountain. Mountain Dew lends the most 
obvious example: black hair, earphones 
blaring heavy rock or metal, and pos-
sibly even piercings. Those wearing 
LaCoste polos with pink, ironed shorts 
all ﬁ ll their glasses to the brim with 
water. 
What’s important here is not the 
mindless lumping of people into cat-
egories, furthering the division between 
people, but an accurate social measure 
of precisely the effect the marketing 
of the various drinkable products. The 
extreme sports and loud music from 
Mountain Dew advertisements clearly 
resonates loudly with that faction of 
society. So much so, that they feel the 
need to consume this beverage. This at-
titude towards life reﬂ ects not only the 
ad campaigns but the ﬂ avors as well. 
Massive amounts of sugar and caffeine, 
coupled with the jarring color of the 
drink re-enforce the shock values that 
this subculture 
takes as their 
own.
 The water drinking, health-con-
scious portion of the cafeteria embodies 
this same form of market appeal. It re-
asserts the value that if you’re wealthy, 
or want to appear wealthy, then making 
a point of taking care of your body, at 
the expense of taste, is paramount. 
The society revolving around the 
distribution of beverages at LFC caf-
eteria exempliﬁ es the extent in which 
marketing impacts our daily lives. Milk 
is the least popular beverage at LFC. 
Coincidentally, it is the only product 
without a hefty advertising budget and 
mass market appeal. This provides 
further evidence that, despite our lofty 
aims at creating an Edenic land of 
equality, the impact of the outside world 
and the corporate missions to create 
easily identiﬁ able types within the 
youth population of the USA lives and 
breathes here at LFC.   
Liquid dream
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The Mohr Student Center got a lot 
sexier on Thursday night when indie 
rockers The Sexes brought their show 
all the way from Pittsburgh to play for 
a small, mostly subdued audience.  At 
ﬁ rst, the toe-tapping, beer-sipping accu-
mulation of onlookers contrasted sharp-
ly with the band’s relatively energetic 
performance, but by the second half of 
the show some students responded to 
lead singer Sara Mac’s pleas for people 
to rush the stage and dance.
 The set moved quickly 
through short songs, and the show 
didn’t last much longer than an hour.  
But it was an hour full of momen-
tum and ﬂ air, with songs that ranged 
in topic from the feminism-themed 
“White Lace Magazine” to “Owls,” an 
upbeat number about owls migrating 
by freight train.  “Never mind that owls 
don’t even migrate,” Mac said of the 
song, “let alone by train.”
 The group’s guitar-driven, 
rhythmic sound brought Interpol and 
Bloc Party to mind, but when I sat 
down with them after the show, they 
hesitated to name any one source of 
inspiration.  “We get [compared to] 
The Strokes a lot,” Mac said, as if their 
listeners spent more time pondering the 
band’s sound then they did.  But after 
some reﬂ ection, all the members agreed 
that their music is really a culmination 
of many different styles.  “What we lis-
ten to now is so random that anything 
could happen, really,” said guitarist 
Josh Clark.
 Guitarist Alex Fleche agreed.  
“It’s sort of a learning process for all 
of us,” he said.  “We’re all interested in 
learning about music.  And we all kind 
of have our own stuff that we listen 
to.  Josh got really into The Clash for 
a while, and I know that [bassist Dan 
Wade] and I, before that happened, 
weren’t really into them that much.  
But then it all sort of spilled over, and 
now we all love them.”
 This plurality of inﬂ uences 
probably works because of the demo-
cratic way the band writes their songs.  
Typically, Fleche and Clark start by 
coming up with the bare guitar struc-
ture.  After that, the rest of the band 
adds ﬂ esh to the skeleton, and Mac 
adds her vocals and original lyrics to 
the song.  But even though she is their 
only singer, Mac said she tries not to 
make the lyrics too personal.  “I feel 
like I’m representing all of us,” she 
said, “and I try not to force my opinion 
on the other members.”  
 She favors the absurd over 
the routine, a preference that led to the 
aforementioned stowaway owl ballad.  
“Every song is completely different,” 
she said.  “Sometimes, the guys will 
just throw out some ridiculous topic 
that will become a song.”  
Clark illustrated this point with an 
example: “Archipelago Guitorus!” he 
declared, before explaining that the 
band is working on a song by that title 
right now.  “One thing that comes up 
any time we write music is the guitar 
chorus,” he said, “and everyone likes to 
abbreviate things.”  Hence the guitorus.
Unfortunately, much of the lyrical 
creativity in their music gets lost in 
the band’s thick sound.  Even on both 
of the three-track albums the band 
plugged at the show, the vocals are 
hard to distinguish.  Mac was only able 
to rely on her dynamic vocal inﬂ ec-
tion and showy performance to con-
nect with the crowd during the show.  
Sometimes she would cover her face 
in mock-despair while she sang, but 
usually she just gripped the microphone 
tightly and rocked to the beat.
 Today the band is focused on 
their live performance, especially now 
that they have a van to tour with – an 
amenity they said they can never take 
for granted.  They agreed that produc-
ing high-quality recordings of their 
work is something they have yet to do, 
but said they may have 
to wait until they have 
more time.  Right now, 
they all work regular 
jobs on top of practic-
ing and playing gigs.
 Luckily, the 
band has a strong live 
show, which is prob-
ably why the group 
has lasted so long 
(everyone except for 
drummer Doug Lane 
has been together since 
2004; Lane signed on more recently as 
their ﬁ fth drummer).  But interestingly, 
their biggest challenge seems to be one 
of the things they dislike most about 
today’s music scene – the Internet.  
“It’s deﬁ nitely hard to make it with 
the way the Internet is right now,” said 
Lane.  “Right now, everybody’s trying 
to make music.  Everyone wants to be 
in a band.   And it’s nice to see people 
want to play music, just because music 
is important to me, but that’s going to 
lead to a lot of bad music.”
 Wade agreed.  “There’s also a 
challenge with longevity nowadays,” 
he said.  “Everyone has such ADD 
towards music.  People will listen to 
something for a few days, and then they 
forget about it.”  
The whole band delved into an 
insightful conversation about the 
virtues and vices of the Information 
Age, which makes sense for a band 
struggling to make it with a live sound.  
How can a band ﬁ nd a label in today’s 
age of 
music 
piracy, 
when 
labels 
don’t 
make 
any 
money 
and the 
whole 
record 
indus-
try has 
taken to 
the trenches?  
But the band could probably over-
come many of their challenges if they 
embraced the Internet instead of fearing 
it.  Their Myspace page is weak, and it 
seems to be their only online presence.  
On the site, you can learn about their 
upcoming shows and that they’re from 
Pittsburgh, but that’s about it.  Even 
their name, “The Sexes,” is a vice; no 
amount of success could make them the 
ﬁ rst hit on Google.
Their frustration is understandable, 
but their best bet is to plug their nose 
and jump on the Internet bandwagon.  
With their powerful sound, sincere 
closeness, and serious attitude, they 
have a lot of potential.  Who knows? 
Maybe their next trip to Chicago will 
be to play at the United Center.  Any-
thing can happen.
Lead singer Sara Mac feels the music dur-
ing The Sexes’ show last Thursday night
Photo By Kristin Kojzarek
The Sexes strut their stuff in the 
Mohr Student Center
Photo By Kristin Kojzarek
Sexing up the Coffeehouse Series
Photo Courtesy of Ben Warren
Lights dance as BK rocks the mic
Photo By Allie Early
The soda machine looms large in LFC        
cafeteria culture
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If you ever ﬁ nd yourself in Japan, you bet-
ter get used to hearing the phrase “irasshaimase” 
(pronounced ee-rah-shy-mah-say). Any time you 
enter any restaurant or store or sometimes people’s 
houses, you will be greeted by that wonderful 
string of syllables. Most of Japan is extremely 
welcoming, with “irasshaimase” meaning just that 
– Welcome!
I think my favorite place to hear “irasshaimase” 
is McDonald’s. Yes, I have not been here for a 
month yet and I have eaten at McDonald’s three 
times. That aside, every time I go I am warmly 
welcomed with genuine smiles and “irass-
haimase!” There’s a myth that says this is sup-
posed to occur in America – except, I suppose, 
in English – but that’s obviously ridiculous. Who 
behind the counter at a McDonald’s in the US 
actually smiles? I mean, genuinely smiles. I have 
gotten the fake smiles before because, say, the 
manager is nearby and if they aren’t smiling they 
will be getting a stern and long-winded talking to 
later, but a genuine smile? I don’t think they exist.
That’s not the case in Japan. It seems that 
maybe the McDonald’s employees even, dare I say 
it, enjoy their jobs. I could be jumping to conclu-
sions, but it at least seems like they enjoy them 
and that’s something in itself. They also are very 
forgiving and patient of the “foreign” problem. 
You don’t need to know any Japanese to order at 
McDonald’s, because they have a handy picture 
menu right on the counter you can just point to. 
You don’t even have to know numbers in Japanese 
because the price shows on the register just like 
in the US, and you can easily get away with just 
pulling out any paper money because paper money 
starts at the equivalent of $10, which is usually 
more than enough. After you order, they thank 
you. 
So you take your tray upstairs and ﬁ nd some-
where to sit. Yes, I said upstairs. Japan, due to the 
general lack of space, is forced often to build up 
rather than out, so McDonald’s always seems to 
have at least two ﬂ oors, usually more. You order 
on the ﬁ rst ﬂ oor and then most of the seating is 
upstairs. The tables are small and close together, 
and I have seen, near the college I am attending, a 
McDonalds that had cafeteria-style tables.
That’s another thing you have to get used to if 
you come to Japan. That personal space you’re 
used to, it doesn’t exist here. Get used to strangers 
in what you think is “your” space. Express trains 
during rush hour are like when you’re trying to 
pack all your clothes in a small suitcase. You use 
up all the available space and still don’t seem to 
have enough room, but sitting on the top of the 
suitcase to squish everything in seems to help.
Another weird thing about Japanese McDon-
ald’s is that so many people don’t rush when they 
eat. Actually, it is very normal to see people in 
McDonald’s working on homework or something 
from their job, or texting, or reading, or napping 
(I’ve seen it!), or chatting with friends, for a long 
time after they have ﬁ nished their food. And no 
one seems to mind. 
After you ﬁ nish eating, and decide to ﬁ nally 
leave, you have to ﬁ gure out the trash. This is the 
most difﬁ cult part of the McDonald’s process (un-
less, of course, a friendly employee has taken your 
tray for you at some point). Japan separates all of 
its garbage. In McDonald’s you have two differ-
ent trash options and a place to dump your drink. 
When I go up to toss my garbage, I have to dump 
the ice from my drink in their drink disposal area, 
and put the drink lid and straw in one garbage 
bin, and the cup in the other. I think the rest of my 
garbage goes with the cup, but I never feel sure, so 
I do it fast hoping no one notices if I get it wrong.
I should stop going to McDonald’s but with my 
limited Japanese skills, I often cannot tell the dif-
ference between a restaurant and say, an adult toy 
store. I am not even kidding.
Currently, Rachel Leppers ‘10, is studying 
abroad in Japan.
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The international suite in Deerpath Hall hosted 
a night of Japanese art and relaxation last Thurs-
day and plan to hold three more culturally-themed 
nights this semester.  Avoiding  the cliché of 
conducting another watered-down, intercultural 
discussion about Zen Buddhism, paper lanterns, 
or making sushi, the international suite shared 
their diverse range of interrests by creating the 
unique group, “Global Relaxation Techniques” 
(GRT).  They hung up ﬂ iers inviting students to 
indulge their senses by joining them in Room 323 
for a night of haiku writing and Japanese ﬁ lm-
watching.  
     “As an international suite, we wanted a 
type of theme night and we came up with GRT,” 
junior Yu Imai said. “We also plan to host other 
nights focusing on other cultures.”  GRT showed 
the movie Castle in the Sky, an anime ﬁ lm drawn 
by hand and directed by Hayao Miyazaki.  Castle 
in the Sky is one of the ﬁ rst 
feature-length, anime ﬁ lms 
from Japan to be distributed 
internationally and its drawings 
are nature-oriented with a con-
temporary, technological twist.   
Although it was originally a 
children’s story, this fantasy-
adventure story is popular with 
adults as well.  
   “A lot of Miyazaki’s ﬁ lms 
focus on nature and its role in 
Japanese culture and lifestyle 
before technology,” Imai said.  
“His ﬁ lms often deal with the 
themes of nature versus man, 
fantasy versus reason, the pa-
triarchal versus the matriarchal, and proﬁ t versus 
charity.”
        The story is about a young girl named 
Sheeta who is originally from the lost land of La-
puta, or the land of the “castle in the sky.”  Pirates 
on a ﬂ ying ship want to capture Sheeta because 
she has a crystal necklace that contains magical 
powers from Laputa.  When the pirates catch up 
with Sheeta’s aircraft, she jumps over board and 
allows the crystal to ﬂ oat her to safety.  On land, 
Sheeta meets a boy named Pazu who shares her 
passion for ﬁ nding Laputo. Together they begin 
their adventure of ﬁ nding the hidden land in the 
sky and saving it from destruction that the pirate’s 
greed would bring.
   In describing how the ﬁ lm is both culturally 
educating and relaxing, GRT member Kim Bobie 
said, “It’s relaxing to me because the precise 
attention to detail really allows my mind to slow 
down and appreciate all the small nuances and 
the Japanese sensibility. Even though the direc-
tor deals with some heavy universal themes, the 
imagery is calming.”  
Guest Aubrey Konrath said she enjoyed the vi-
suals, especially the way the aircrafts were drawn. 
“The high quality of the animation is amazing,” 
she said.  “I especially loved the ﬂ ying machines 
because they looked like combinations of old-
fashioned windmills and modern spaceships.” 
     GRT is already thinking about other relax-
ing activities for their next event, such as medita-
tion or massage.  They also want to make it more 
educational.  “I would like to focus more haiku 
writing  or 
something 
similar,” Imai 
said. Haikus, 
which, are 
short poems 
consisting of 
three lines that 
follow a 5-7-5 
syllable pattern 
are a tradi-
tional Japanese 
literary art 
in which the 
season is usu-
ally mentioned. 
“In a traditional 
Japanese haiku, we always mention what time of 
year it is,” Imai said.
   So if you are interested in a very laid back 
evening of relaxing while learning about another 
culture GRT is probably the place to be.  GRT 
member Bita Dadfar said, “We’re going to have 
three more fun and exciting events, so keep your 
eye out for GRT!”
Photo Courtesy of Kristin Kojzarek
The ladies of GRT kick back before the ﬁ lm screening
Japanese art of relaxation
From left to right: Prof. Linda Horwtiz, Jerrica Cerda, Jaime Perez, Becca Leland, Taylot Tuscherer, Jared Fox all share their stoires at the National Coming Out Day Monologues.
Photos By Kathryn Appelhans
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Continued from Page 2.
     Looking back on her story, Cerda re-
ﬂ ected, “It went pretty [well]. It’s hard 
to get out everything I wanted to.  I had 
everything written down, but there were 
other things that I wish I had included...
it went well for the ﬁ rst time.  I haven’t 
really told this story to many people.”
Taylor Tuscherer, a junior from South 
Dakota, explained the signiﬁ cance of 
his unique story.  “It’s important to real-
ize that everyone’s coming out story is 
different. We all have different stories. 
Even though we are all called ‘gay,’ we 
all have different backgrounds.”
     Similar to Horwitz’s, Tuscherer’s com-
ing out story explored the idea of com-
ing out to yourself before other people. 
Tuscherer explained how hard it was to 
stay away from the label of “gay” while 
he was discovering his identity. He said, 
“Humans are incredibly organized and 
systematic in certain interactions with 
the world, especially when it comes to 
talk about different kinds of people....
The word I’m bantering around, trying 
to describe but not blurt out the widely 
recognized term for is, labels.”
    While discovering himself, Tuscherer, 
was well aware that he was attracted to 
men, but never thought that meant he 
was gay. “All I knew was what I saw on 
“Will & Grace.”  He knew he wanted a 
monogamous relationship with someone, 
but could never see it happening with a 
man.  Watching “Moulin Rouge” made 
him change his mind. “I remember...
wanting to meet someone like Ewan 
McGregor and spend the rest of my life 
with him,” Tuscherer joked.  “’Straight’ 
was no longer going to work.  I eventu-
ally came to accept it and I put the ‘gay’ 
sticker on me.”  To symbolically show 
his change, Tuscherer removed the blue 
tape placed over the word “gay” on his 
“Gay? Fine by me.” tee-shirt.
     When asked about the importance 
of the Coming Out Day Monologues, 
junior he responded, “I think that it’s 
an important event to have on campus, 
especially for straight people, and for 
people who are questioning, he said. 
“It’s really easy to avoid something you 
don’t understand, so it’s import to hear 
people’s personal stories.”  
    Freshman and Arlington, VA, native, 
Becca Leland, started her coming out 
journey by presenting a monologue. Ex-
periencing and challenging her sexuality 
since high school has helped Leland get 
to where she is now, preparing to come 
out to her family and some close friends. 
“It’s a journey and I’m starting here!” 
She ended.
    In an earlier interview, Leland ex-
pressed her excitement for the Coming 
Out Day Monologues.  “I’m ﬁ nally at a 
point in my life where I’m ready to be 
open about who I am. Like so many oth-
er things in life it’s all about conﬁ dence 
and for such a quiet person like me that’s 
kind of hard, but I’m here to make the 
most of my experience,” she said.
     Jaime Perez, a junior, read his mono-
logue in Spanish, while freshman, Becca 
Leland, read the English translation. He 
said, “My personal story shows how 
I came out in the Latino community. 
Saying the story in Spanish to make the 
story more personal, and I came out to 
my parents in Spanish. This is important 
because it shows the diversity within the 
gay community.” 
    Of the many interesting descriptions 
of his experience, a speciﬁ c passage of 
Perez’s monologue showed that there 
are no barriers between the nervous feel-
ings a child feels when coming out to 
their parents.  He said, “Ustedes si me 
quieren incondicionalmente...? (Pause) 
Soy gay.”
After his monologue, Jaime explained 
how his parents reacted to his news. 
“They just sat there and looked at me 
for an hour, and then my mom cried for 
three months,” he said.  “My dad was 
cool with it from the beginning, but it 
was rough for a couple of months.”
       Sophomore Connor Stratman came 
to the Monologues with a few friends. 
He commented on what he got out of 
the event, “Nothing I wasn’t aware of 
already.  I have a lot of friends who have 
similar problems coming out and being 
accepted.  I’m from the South, so it’s 
pretty intolerant...  I liked to hear the per-
sonal story.  It puts a face on the struggle 
people are going through, and it gets to 
me. It really does.  It’s sobering.”
    Vice President of PRIDE, sophomore 
Sarah Brusig explained the signiﬁ cance 
of the Coming Out Day. “The whole 
day has emotions tied to it. I actually 
felt a little ‘tear’ when some of those 
[people] performed tonight.  They were 
very moving.  They were all so different, 
yet similar in some way.  This is such 
an amazing event. We hope more people 
[decide] to perform at next year’s Com-
ing Out Monologues. It’s so great to tell 
your own personal story, and I really 
liked how it was a mix of faculty and 
students.”
    One member of the audience, junior 
Camille Madejski, attended the mono-
logues to support one of his best friends, 
Jerrica Cerda. “I already knew parts of 
Jerrica’s story, like the part about Kira, 
but seeing her talk about coming out is 
really important.  It’s something that 
people really shouldn’t be afraid to tell 
each other.”
    Madejski and Cerda smiled, holding 
each other arm-and-arm as they warmly 
recalled the beginning of their friendship. 
“We met when we liked each other. Then 
we came out to each other,” he said.  
    “When we think about ‘us’ [before], 
we see ourselves as comfortable with 
each other, but when we came out to each 
other it made us [more comfortable]. As 
far as the monologues go, it’s important 
for people to hear them...I cared so much 
about what Jerrica would think.”  Jerrica 
then bragged she knew Camille was gay 
the moment she met him. He added, “I 
don’t think people really care as much 
as we play it going off in our heads. We 
make it seem so much worse, so much 
more dreadful sometimes.”
    Although all of the stories shared 
left with overall positive endings, it’s 
important to note that many members 
of the GLBT community are not sup-
ported when they come out.  Jared Fox 
explained, after the monologues, “There 
are a lot of negative stories. People have 
been murdered for being gay.  It’s still not 
okay.  We still have a lot of work to do. 
I think it’s really important to recognize 
that even though we’ve done so much, 
we still have so much work that we need 
to do.” He continued, “ Not everyone’s 
out, but I still have people come to me 
all of the time and say, ‘I think I might 
be gay.’ And they’re so scared.”
    Madejski continued, “Everything gets 
so much easier and lighter when you just 
come out and say it. These monologues 
are great, because they show other peo-
ple that it is just that easy.”
    As the night came to a close, it was 
easy to see that more than just the mono-
logues shared a common theme.  Several 
event attendees mentions how much they 
appreciated Lake Forest College’s open 
attitude toward coming out.
    Performer Jerrica Cerda said, “I don’t 
think I would have been able to come 
out as quickly as I did [at Lake Forest] 
if I was somewhere else, just because 
there’s such a [welcoming] community 
here,” she added. “I think people shar-
ing their stories just makes it easier for 
people to think about what we said and 
maybe coming out for themselves.
    Professor of Communications, Rachel 
Whidden, commented on the school’s 
tolerance in a statement made at the end 
of the event.  She said, “I’ve noticed 
over the time that I have been here that 
PRIDE has become a lot more signiﬁ -
cant and a much larger part of the Lake 
Forest community and culture.” To the 
panel, she said, “This event is very im-
portant in your own process of coming 
out and knowing who you are, but also 
to share your message with your peers.”
   Julia French, a freshman and friend 
of performer Becca Leland, also com-
plimented the College. “The Lake For-
est community is really great, because 
no matter who you are, you’ll ﬁ nd your 
groove and ﬁ t in.  That’s one of the nice 
things about the college.”
   In regards to the rest of the event, 
French  added, “ It’s so great that the 
speakers know who they are. I’m not 
gay, but I know lots of people who are, 
and I think it’s great that they can have 
support while being themselves. I’m 
glad I came and was able to support my 
friend by being here for her.”
   Sarah Brusig, took a minute before 
closing up McCormick Auditorium to 
express her opinion on the night’s suc-
cess. “The whole event really put ideas 
in some people’s heads, as I know from 
[talking] to some people in the audience. 
The ideas will help them be more com-
fortable coming out to themselves, com-
ing out to others.” 
Gay? Fine by the Community
Photo By Kathryn Appelhans
A panel of ﬁ ve students and one faculty 
member presented their monologues 
in McCormick Auditorium on Tuesday, 
October 14h.
The arts on this campus are 
diminishing, slowly but surely. 
As an avid participant in both the 
theatre and music departments, 
I implode  when I hear a 
student say, “We have a music 
department?” What’s worse, the 
administration does little to help.
I understand that the 
administration wants to 
fund programs that students 
participate in, but at the same 
time, what students will join a 
group that has no support? It’s 
a classic example of a Catch-22.
 I can further understand that it 
is in the students’ hands to prove 
that we are worth something 
to the administration, but the 
disregard over the past years 
has drawn a thin line between 
little attention and neglect. 
If the administration 
continues on this path of 
negligence, this liberal arts 
college will have no more art.
The reason many of my friends 
have transferred is because the 
art departments at this school 
are weak, and they wanted to be 
prepared for their challenging 
careers as artists. Apparently, 
however, the administration 
believes our school is so 
sports-centered that no one 
will ever care one iota about 
improvement in the arts. I think 
the administration fails to see the 
beneﬁ t of a strong arts program.
Right now, I can think 
of plenty of buildings that 
could use drastic remodeling 
rather than the Sports Center. 
Obvious candidates would 
be the quads on south campus. 
Even a renovation in the theatre 
would be nice so that actors do not 
have to worry about the electrical 
board getting short-circuited by 
leaks in the ceiling when it rains. 
Actually, it would be nice if 
we could get a new theatre all 
together—Hixon Hall was a barn 
before it was a black-box and is one 
of the oldest building on campus.
Students in A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream have to stop 
rehearsal when it rains outside 
to ﬁ nd buckets to catch the three 
leaks in the ceiling because 
the puddles they create on 
stage inhibit the actors from 
continuing a scene. I remember 
vividly standing in the lower 
level of the theatre last year and 
watching a crack in the ceiling 
grow each time someone jumped 
upstairs.  There’s also an 
ever-expanding hole in the wall by 
the staircase to the costume shop. 
I could go on, but I’m writing 
an article, not a novel. At least 
the theatre students have their 
own space to perform, despite 
its decrepit    condition. Music 
students rely on the availability 
of Holt Chapel, the preferred 
venue for performance; 
if it is not available, then 
they have to go elsewhere.
The administration doesn’t 
even seem to know the purpose 
of the music department. During 
the Homecoming Parade, our 
ﬂ oat was introduced as the 
“Pep Ensemble.” Not only does 
the Music Department put on 
classical performances, but last 
year, a student and two professors 
wrote an original score to Alfred 
Hitchcock’s The Lodger that was 
not only presented in the Mohr 
Student Center to a full house, 
but was also presented at Portage 
Theater in Chicago on behalf 
of the Silent Film Society of 
Chicago for a paying audience. 
On top of that, this is the ﬁ rst 
year in many years that the music 
department has created a pep 
ensemble, much to the enthusiasm 
of coaches and the administration. 
We were even asked to play 
for the Homecoming football 
game. But a day before, the 
music and choir directors were 
informed that the coaches and 
administration had forgotten that 
we were playing, so they hired 
a Jimi Hendrix-style guitarist 
from outside of the College. The 
orchestra, or “pep band,” played 
a few songs, but not the national 
anthem. Isn’t Homecoming 
about celebrating the talent that 
is here at Lake Forest College?
This isn’t the ﬁ rst time the 
administration has given the cold 
shoulder to a group of students.  
  When the administration made 
their ﬁ nal decision to build the 
Sports Center over the ﬁ ne arts 
complex last year, theatre students 
organized a protest—only the 
administration asked for it to be 
called a “peaceful gathering,” 
and it was only a few days 
beforehand that administration 
decided to sit down with the 
disgruntled students to prevent 
any sort of demonstration. 
And unfortunately, because 
we have voiced our frustration 
with the administration’s 
decision to fund a new Sports 
Center, we have earned the title 
of “the whiney theatre kids,” 
which not only degrades our 
pleas, but lessens our cause. 
They say that the next project 
will be a ﬁ ne arts complex, but they 
made the same promise in 1966 
and it never came to fruition—
what makes it different now?
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Spineless McCain
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Lake Forest College gives the arts the shaft
eDisharmony
I didn’t think that ﬂ at out 
racist comments could possibly 
make it through the cracks 
and the media in today’s 
world. However, I am wrong. 
During a recent rally for 
McCain, an elderly woman 
stood up to ask a question. 
After explaining that she 
“can’t trust Obama” she says 
she “has read about him and 
he is not….. he’s an Arab!”
Putting aside the blatantly 
racist content in the remark 
from the woman, I would 
like to focus on the response 
from McCain… “no ma’am, 
he’s a decent family man and 
citizen that I just happen to 
have disagreements with.” 
McCain failed to correct the 
woman’s derogatory use of 
the term Arab. Does being an 
Arab not make you a citizen? 
Does it not allow you to be a 
member of a loving family? 
Are you not a decent human if 
you are an Arab? I come from 
a mixed family. My father is 
American, which apparently 
meets the qualiﬁ cations of being 
a “decent family man”. My 
mother, however, is Lebanese 
and was born and raised in 
Lebanon. She did not become a 
citizen of this country until she 
was in her 30s. Is my mother 
not considered to be decent? 
What about my grandparents, 
my Teta and Jiddo (the words 
in Arabic for Grandma and 
Grandpa respectively)? They 
are citizens now too, but my 
Jiddo is a Palestinian and 
my Teta is Lebanese as well. 
The media is playing this off 
in the same matter. Most the 
clips of the woman asking the 
question state something along 
the lines of “Lady calls Obama 
an Arab!” Oh the outrage! To 
be labeled an Arab is apparently 
a high form of insult now. 
Never have I felt so 
personally attacked from such 
a high proﬁ le ﬁ gure. It is just 
plain wrong that McCain has 
not clarifyed that being an Arab 
is a negative characterization.
- Annie Cooper ‘11
...the administration believes our school 
is so sports-centered that no one will ever 
care one iota about improvement in the arts.
“
“
In the abstract, I’m fully 
committed to reducing waste 
and saving the environment, 
but I’m having trouble 
applying that philosophy to 
my day-to-day behaviors. 
For one thing, I want to 
Making green easier Whether it’s walking back to 
my dorm after a late weekend 
night, or walking back after 
working late on Tuesdays, I 
almost always  wonder why 
those in charge of students’ 
safety don’t provide better 
lighting around campus. 
I realize Lake Forest has to be 
one of the safest, least crime-
eliminate having to buy bottles of 
water, which will save me plenty 
of Flexdollars and reduce the 
amount of exhaust produced by 
all those delivery trucks. What’s 
more, tap water is perfectly 
delicious (when it’s cold) and by 
choosing to drink from the fountain 
over the bottle, I do my part to 
help demonstrate the wisdom 
of having a safe and convenient 
municipal water supply. 
But drinking bottled water is so 
damned convenient, just being 
able to take a sip during class or 
whenever I’m thirsty. Not that 
hunting down a fountain is that 
difﬁ cult, but why not choose the 
easier option if it’s open to me? 
Another thing is paper coffee 
cups, so convenient, sanitary and 
cheap to use that it seems silly for 
me not to, but which get thrown 
out after I’m ﬁ nished, adding 
untold tons to landﬁ lls over four 
years of my morning routine. 
Luckily my girlfriend bought 
me a reusable mug that will 
ease my guilty conscience, but 
it took four years to get around 
to getting one! If only I bought 
that blue one with a handle that I 
had my eye on freshman year…
I’ve so far graduated from 
simply separating my trash into 
‘recyclable’ in the blue bin and 
‘non-recyclable’ into the garbage, 
and if more people did the same, 
then we could signiﬁ cantly 
reduce our collective waste. 
It’s the smaller things that 
take true effort because they 
demand more commitment from 
the individual, like choosing to 
bike or walk to work rather than 
driving, or to buy local produce. 
Unfortunately, these things 
are often far from convenient 
and we need to come up with 
some sort of mechanism to 
make it worthwhile to do them, 
like taxing water bottles, or 
providing incentives for bikers. 
Moral suasion is simply not 
sufﬁ cient to keep up the momentum 
behind recycling. It has to both feel 
good to do, and be worth our time. 
- Lubko Berezowsky ‘09
Show me the light
ridden towns in Illinois.  But 
that assumption isn’t enough. 
After  getting the safety 
announcements about curious 
criminals that may be in the 
area, or hearing about the heel-
slashing man who was hiding 
under cars at Northwestern 
slashing people as they walked 
by, I want more than just an 
assumption that there will never 
be crime in Lake Forest.  I want 
more than just a warning to not 
stand still next to cars in the dark. 
And it’s not like just because 
we haven’t had our fair share 
of murders on campus, there’s 
nothing to make me worry 
already.   We are called “Lake 
Forest,” after all.  The campus 
is surrounded by wildlife and 
creepy species, among them giant 
mutant cockroaches and dirty, 
garbage-infested raccoons. 
Every day I notice our 
campus’s beauty, especially in 
autumn.  The crunchy leaves, 
that strange soggy smell that 
somehow is marvelous,  the 
crisp air that makes the leaves 
extra brittle and serves as 
a natural caffeine, giving 
everyone more energy and 
spirit than during any other time 
of the year.  But come nightfall, 
the campus transforms. 
The beauty is still there, but the 
lack of lighting, which becomes 
apparent as I stray away from 
the most-used walkways, 
brings  about a different feeling 
and gives something else to 
contemplate.  Instead of feeling 
that remarkable fresh autumn air, 
I feel the emptiness and quietude 
of the campus.  And instead of 
pondering the different colors 
in the trees, other inquiries 
come to mind:  Would anyone 
actually hear me if I screamed? 
Is there even anyone around? 
Obviously lighting would 
not equate to having a busier, 
friendlier campus at night 
and would not serve as an all-
encompassing  safety system. 
But having more and higher-
quality streetlamps around 
the more secluded walkways 
would change the atmosphere 
of nighttime.  Instead of power-
walking faster and faster with 
every noise heard from within 
the woods, I could walk serenely, 
without  having to worry about 
the creepy noises coming 
from the ravine, in addition to 
that mid-term on Thursday.
- Katherine Lymm ‘12
     When students enroll at Lake Forest College, they are told that it is their responsibility to 
check their email regularly for course updates and news from administrators.  In a world that 
increasingly relies on paperless communication, these requirements are reasonable.  But the 
College also has a responsibility to students to maintain the email service that students rely on for 
use in their personal and academic lives.
     Maintaining the email service on campus is the job of the Ofﬁ ce of Library and Information 
Technology (LIT).  Every now and then, LIT warns students and staff that the email service will 
be down during a given period of time for maintenance.  But frequently, this maintenance is 
poorly managed, causing delays and leaving students in the dark.  
     On Friday, the College’s email service was ofﬂ ine for more than 24 hours, which was more 
than an inconvenience for some students.  Many services, from concerts to airlines, rely on email 
to distribute tickets and boarding passes, and on-campus ofﬁ ces, like the mailroom, rely on email 
to communicate with students.  
     Ten students lost online tickets to a Ben Folds concert when the completely unannounced 
e-mail outage took place between Thursday evening and late Friday night, in addition to an 
adequately announced period of downtime on Wednesday. The students found no way to retrieve 
the tickets, and were unable to attend the concert.
     It’s impossible to say how many students and faculty members were inconvenienced during 
the downtime.  In at least a few classes, professors had to give students an extension to their 
assignment deadlines when they used the lack of email as an excuse for late work. Some campus 
ofﬁ ces were brought to a standstill, and some professors resorted to using Facebook. Staffers in 
the College’s marketing ofﬁ ce were forced to use personal e-mail addresses.
     Of particular concern also is the fact that all email received before 6:00 p.m. on Friday was 
returned to sender. One group of students, heading to a law school forum on Saturday, lost emails 
from law schools that wanted the students to visit. Another student, who found himself in the 
middle of a research paper, lost media kits from several local media entities, thus embarrassing 
himself and Lake Forest College in front of the Tribune Company.  
     And this isn’t the ﬁ rst time email has ﬂ opped.  During the ﬁ rst week of school, students lost 
their email service for nearly a week, as LIT focused on ﬁ xing the faculty email but failed to 
make students, and even less-so student groups’ e-mail addresses, a priority.
     An institution as tech-dependent as Lake Forest should make their online services a priority.  
Of course, as a publication, The Stentor understands that mistakes happen and unforeseen 
problems arise with startling regularity. Nonetheless, it is up to LIT to prevent something like this 
from happening again. 
My friend Linsey wears war 
paint on her face. I’m sure you’ve 
seen her, she’s quite striking and 
has a distractingly glamorous 
aversion to pants. Anyway, 
people frequently ask her WHAT 
her war paint is and WHY she 
wears it. This is troubling. Isn’t 
it clear that her 
colorful streaks 
are a personal 
e x p r e s s i o n ?
 Even if one does 
not recognize it 
as war paint per 
se, it surely can 
be reasonably 
interpreted as a 
fairly lighthearted 
artistic ﬂ air, can it not? 
Apparently it cannot. 
Everyone is too inured to the 
everyday that no one appreciates 
this kind of deviation. It 
reminds me of a fairy tale. 
Hans Christen Andersen wrote 
the most heartbreaking and 
haunting works, and one of my 
favorites is “The Goblin and the 
Grocer.” The goblin lives with 
the grocer because the grocer 
gives him porridge. A student 
lives upstairs, and one day the 
student notices the grocer giving 
out hunks of cheese in sheets of 
paper torn from a book of poetry. 
Horriﬁ ed, the student buys 
the book instead of his hunk of 
cheese and starves for the night 
to save the poems. The goblin, 
in a horriﬁ ed wonder, follows 
the student to see why the poetry 
would be worth missing dinner, 
and he sees the glorious power 
of the book. However, in the 
end, the goblin still chooses to 
reside with the grocer, because 
as Andersen explains so blithely, 
“off we all go to the grocer for 
our porridge.” But why should 
porridge take precedent over 
poetry? I would rather reside with 
Linsey than a silly grocer, and 
I would rather have my poetry 
WITH  a hunk of cheese, but if 
I had to choose then certainly art 
would win. It disturbs me to my 
very core that some would not 
agree. It means that the public, so 
deadened to intellectual curiosity 
that a little Vincent Longo war 
paint becomes a spectacle, are 
all goblins. I personally choose 
to be with the paint and poetry. 
This reminds me of something 
else Linsey and I plan to share; 
in January we will buy a hot 
pink Barbie Jeep. Its 
name will be Loveless, 
and we will gallivant 
around campus in 
it. We anticipate the 
scorn and stares, but 
we plan to persevere. 
Loveless represents 
our bond. Loveless is 
the core of the student, 
and the goblins and 
the grocers can gawk and eat 
their hunks of cheese while 
we insouciantly ignore their 
negative and utilitarian judgment. 
We might even read some 
Wallace Stevens aloud while we 
speed off in our toy if the campus 
is lucky enough to hear us.
Lake Forest is a community 
that seems to embrace diversity 
among sexual orientations. 
The gay and lesbian faculty 
and staff along with the many 
students who are open and proud 
of their sexuality have ﬁ nely 
orchestrated an environment in 
which individuals can express 
themselves freely. To these 
individuals I would like to extend 
my thanks. In my experience, 
this is something for which I am 
inﬁ nitely grateful as it made the 
discovery of my own sexuality 
much easier knowing I was 
surrounded by supportive people.
Labeling my sexuality is up 
to you, the reader, as I refuse to 
do so. The fact that I am in love 
with another woman, to me, is 
simply happenstance. As far as 
I can tell, the same person in 
a man’s body would be just as 
worthy of my love. However, the 
circumstances are not so, shall 
I say, normal. I wonder then, 
normality aside, why it is that a 
relationship between two women 
is perceived as any different than 
the same thing between a man and 
a woman? Are the feelings not 
the same? I am going to 
speculate and say that at least 
half the people reading this 
article have been, or are, in love 
with another person. So, can you 
not attest to the overwhelming 
feelings of joy and comfort that 
you have felt and furthermore 
the desperate need to state your 
feelings and let the populace know 
that that is your person? I will 
not shy away from admitting that 
this is why I insist on holding my 
girlfriend’s hand and letting my 
undying love for her be known all 
throughout this beautiful campus.
That being said, why is it that 
when I walk around campus, 
holding her hand, people’s 
glances last just a moment too 
long? I will not go on and pretend 
that I never gaped in shock or 
curiosity in my less informed 
days, because I certainly did. 
Fortunately, I learned quickly to 
stare, instead, in admiration of 
those who will so bravely bare 
their “different” heart on their 
sleeve. I cannot count the number 
of times I have felt the surge of 
emotion swell in my throat as I 
casually walk past a professor or 
acquaintance hand in hand with 
my person. The fear of being 
judged does not subside, even in 
such an accepting environment. 
Everyday I am faced with only 
a split second to react to these 
situations. It comes down to 
this: do I chose to relentlessly 
give in to my fear, or do proudly 
march on? I am elated to say 
that I cannot remember many 
times when love did not prosper.
My theory has hereby grown 
to be that conﬁ dence is key. 
When I am able to present myself 
conﬁ dently, in any area of life, 
the reactions are positive. My 
holding my girlfriend’s hand is 
no different than a practicing 
Catholic wearing a cruciﬁ x; my 
sexual orientation is no more 
of a deﬁ ning characteristic 
than my religious beliefs. 
I suppose that, in writing this, 
I hope that I can help people to 
understand the nature of my 
feelings and help you to grow 
to see them as equally genuine. 
I hope to be seen as a person in 
love with another person, not 
a woman in love with another 
woman. In the end, love is just 
a feeling, not an orientation. 
        Opinions
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Admiring deviation from the norm
Equality of feelings
“Heard on Campus”
Webmail was unexpectedly down this weekend for over 
24 hours. How did the outage effect you?
“It sucked. I work at admissions 
and we lost a full day of work 
because we could not send out 
schedules or notices to prospective 
students.”
          
          - Molly Auer ‘09
Have something on your mind? 
Write to the Stentor!!
Send submissions to:
Opinions@lfc.edu
“Of course, everyone was effected. 
I spent all day on Facebook because 
it was the only way to get in touch 
with people.”
          
 - Professor Richard Pettengill
“It really did not affect me too 
much because I do not do too much 
work on the weekends.”
          
     -Richard O’Neill ‘12
“I tried sending an email through 
Moodle to the music department 
but it did not go through. Hopefully 
it won’t affect people’s schedules, 
because I had to wait to send it.”
          
       - Meg Golembiewski ‘10
CHARLOTTE CAPALDO
CONTRIBUTOR
capalce@lakeforest.edu
 I have only been here a short 
while, but I have discovered 
an underlying  quasi-
aristocracy here on campus.
There are individuals to 
whom everything has been 
given, who have no sense of 
money, gratitude, or the true 
value of a hard day’s labor. 
I am speaking of the 
students who do not clean 
up their plates at dinner, or 
the students who purchase a 
$5000 pair of tennis shoes 
with no thought to wearing 
them or no thought to the 
price. They are there simply 
to sit in a box under a bed.
My experience here can be 
characterized by a culture 
shock of socioeconomic 
arrogance. I by no means 
came from a family in 
need, but my hope is that 
at least I appreciate the 
means by which I arrived. 
I know the sacriﬁ ces 
those close to me had to 
make and I know what an 
opportunity it is to be able to 
go to a school like this one. 
Students here do seem to 
have a certain aristocratic 
swagger about them. For 
instance, I thoroughly enjoy 
speaking to someone about 
modes of transportation. 
They will ask me what 
kind of car I drive and are 
usually completely unable 
to wrap their minds around 
the fact that I “drive” a 
Schwinn to and from my job.
It seems as if people are 
no longer even grounded 
in this reality anymore. For 
instance, I recently spoke 
to a  freshman, like myself, 
about some world events 
and life in general. As it 
turns out, the very same girl 
thinks Darfur is a restaurant 
downtown also happens to 
have relatives worth over 
25 million dollars. Yet as 
someone smarter than I 
pointed out, the people were 
probably never grounded 
in reality to begin with.
The ridiculousness of 
their behavior is somehow 
overlooked and tolerated 
seemingly because of 
their wealth and power. 
It is as if those who don’t 
pick up after themselves 
fret over the weight of the 
plate or their $300 manicure 
or the mere thought of 
mildly manual labor 
makes their upper-lip stiff.
Those of us who have had 
enough can do something 
about it, and I know that 
most of you understand 
exactly what my problem 
with campus society is. It 
is not everyone on campus, 
or even some of the people 
on campus. It is only a 
select few people displaying 
the attitude of ignorance. 
Do not try and change 
the minds of everyone 
you see exhibiting this 
behavior, instead try and 
soften it in those people 
that you are close to. They 
only exhibit the behavior 
because it is accepted; 
simply do not accept it.
SAM HERSCHER
CONTRIBUTOR
herscse@lakeforest.edu
Moral corruption wrought by money 
MARY VOLK
COLUMNIST
volkmk@lakeforest.edu
War paint per se, it surely can be 
reasonably interpreted as a fairly 
lighthearted artistic ﬂ air, can it not?
“
“
Hello Students,
How are you all?  As promised here is a quiz from the Alumni Board.   It will hope-
fully provide you a little excitement, relative wealth, and a challenge for your brain. 
E-mail your answers to alumni@lakeforest.edu.  
Subject: Alumni Quiz
The ﬁ rst Three Students to respond with the correct answers will all receive a $20 
gift card to the Mohr Student Center, a 30 Miles North Commemorative Book, and 
Recognition in the Stentor as a Quiz Champion.
So here we go:
Two questions:
1: Name 2 movies ﬁ lmed on or around Lake Forest College’s Campus.  Name two 
stars of each movie, what year the movie was ﬁ lmed, and name the President of the 
College the year of ﬁ lming for each movie.
2: Name 2 College/Universities founded the same year as Lake Forest College.  
Good Luck, and Thanks for Playing.
Sincerely,
The Alumni Board
THE ALUMNI BOARD QUIZ
Sports
   Athlete of the Week:  Susan Hedrick
Year: Senior
Position: Goalkeeper
Height: 5’8”
Hometown: Geneva, IL 
High School: Geneva High School  
- information courtesy of Mike Wajerski, SID. 
Forester Midﬁ elder pushes towards 
MWC Championship
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Sophomore midﬁ elder Bianca Greene connects with a forward on a 
long pass. 
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     Forester midﬁ elder Bianca 
Greene has three goals and 
four assists in ten games thus 
far. The central midﬁ elder 
leads the team in assists and 
one behind Kat Mikuta for 
second on the team in goals. 
     The sophomore sits down 
with The Stentor’s Tom Plo-
nowski to recap how she got 
started with soccer, her ﬁ rst 
year as a Forester, and the 
team’s quest for the 2008 
Midwest Conference Title. 
Q: Bianca, why did you 
start playing soccer and-
when did you start taking a 
serious approach to it ? 
A:  Umm...It was something 
I started very young and I 
loved. In the beginning I was 
involved in all kinds of sports 
and my mom’s like choose 
one (laugh). I choose soc-
cer and I just loved it. I was 
four when I started playing 
on a kiddie team. Seriously 
I started playing when I was 
ten and joined a local club. It 
was a point where if you’re 
serious you join a club team. 
Q: Does soccer run in the 
family and who were your 
main inﬂ uences early on in 
your training ? 
A: My twin sister, Saman-
tha, plays for Northwestern 
University and she’s prob-
ably gonna do for a couple of 
years and go play club soccer 
in England. My mom kept 
me involved early on, be-
cause she would drive me to 
tournaments hours away. My 
mom was deﬁ netly the one 
who would push me, drive 
me places. It puts a lot of 
responsibility on the parents 
when you can’t really drive 
yourself to places. 
Q: How did you ﬁ rst hear 
of Lake Forest College and 
talk about the recruiting 
process. 
A: When I started thinking 
about college, honestly, I al-
ways wanted to play in col-
lege but it wasn’t on my pri-
ority in choosing a school. 
They recruited me once I was 
coming here, they contacted 
the coach. I’m so happy that 
I am playing college, espe-
cially here...especially DIII. 
I couldn’t envision my future 
with just doing that (laugh). 
Q: Talk about the transi-
tion from the high school 
game to the college game, 
in terms of the difference in 
the game itself but also in 
prepration during training 
and the off-the-ﬁ eld team 
relations. 
A:  Deﬁ netly the girls were 
bigger. They’ve been lifting 
for four years, and coming 
in you’re playing twenty-two 
year olds. You know you re-
ally have to hold you’re own 
and be strong playing in the 
midﬁ eld. The whole team dy-
namic is just deﬁ netly having 
rules more stricter, because 
you’re in the same environ-
ment. You don’t want to get 
around the rules here because 
you don’t want to disappoint 
your team and it’s easy to get 
caught since you’re in always 
on camups, like you don’t go 
home after practice like you 
did in high school.  
Q: In the center midﬁ eld 
do you play the CAM (of-
fensive midﬁ elder) or CDM 
(defensive midﬁ elder)? 
A: Umm...we have two cen-
ter-mids. It kind of varies, 
one defensive and one offen-
sive. Technically, I’m more of 
an offensive midﬁ elder. But 
it really varies: one goes left 
one goes towards the center. 
Q: Talk about your fresh-
man year and what are you 
looking to accomplish this 
season and improve upon 
as opposed to last season ? 
A: It was really fun and to 
get to know the girls. At ﬁ rst 
it was a little hard with the 
team dynamic since we had a 
big freshman class come in. 
We made the Midwest Con-
ference Championships and 
it was a great fall last sea-
son. But deﬁ netly this season 
we’re totally looking to im-
prove. Our team chemistry is 
a lot better this year compared 
with last year. We’re looking 
to win the Midwest Confer-
ence Championships and go 
to NCAA’s [NCAA Division 
III Tournament]. We want to 
do it for our seniors, they’re a 
great group of girls and built 
the foundation of the team. 
Q: What are your goals for 
the rest of your college ca-
reer? 
A: I would love to win a Mid-
west Conference Champion-
ship and make it the NCAA’s 
[NCAA DIII Tournament] 
and have fun, really enjoy 
myself. I know it’s something 
Women’s soccer goalkeeper Susan Hedrick was 
named Athlete of the Week on October 9th for her perfor-
mance in the team’s past two games vs. Carroll University 
and University of Chicago. 
 The senior made her college debut as a goalkeeper 
against Midwest Conference rival Carroll University in a 
0-2 loss on October 9th. She had ﬁ ve saves and three cleared 
balls off of corner kicks.  
 In a 1-2 double overtime loss against nationally-
ranked University of Chicago on October 8th. Herdrick 
ﬁ nished with nine saves and defended ﬁ fteen corner kicks.
#00
that people say. But honestly, 
this isn’t DI and this isn’t my 
life I want it to be a part of my 
life. I don’t want to go into 
the end of my senior year and 
say that I hate soccer and that 
I’m so over this. I wanna like 
ﬁ nish my career with soccer 
and be like I had an amazing 
run and that’s it, and I’m so 
happy. 
The women’s soccer team takes on Concordia-Wis-
consin University at home this Thursday, October 16th, 
at 4:00 PM. 
The following day, the Forester women’s tennis team 
travels to Rockford, Illinois to compete in the Midwest 
Conference Team Tourney. The event starts at 9:00 AM.
On the same day men’s soccer travels to Elmhurst Col-
lege for Midwest Conference match. Kick-off is at 4:00 
PM. 
The weekend kicks off with the women’s tennis travel-
ing to Madison, Wisconsin for the Midwest Conference 
Doubles Tournament. The starting time has yet to be de-
termined. 
Forester Football returns home with a victory over 
Lawrence University to take on conference rival Grinnell 
College at 1:00 PM. 
The football game is also hosting  the “Take A Kid to the 
Game” program presented by Coca-Cola and sponsored 
by Corporate Champions, AT &T, and Pontiac. Kids, ages 
fourteen and under, will recieve a free ticket with the pur-
chase of an adult ticket. 
Also on Saturday, volleyball travels to Lawrence Uni-
versity for a double-header against the home team and 
Edgewood College at 1:00 PM and 3:00 PM, respective-
ly.  
Cross Country competes in the annual Brooks Invita-
tional hosted by UW-Oshkosh. Runners take off at 10:30 
AM. 
Women’s tennis and soccer cap off the weekend, as 
the tennis team continues their competition at Madison, 
Wisconsin with the Midwest Conference Singles Tourna-
ment.
Both soccer teams take on Carthage College at home, 
with the women kicking off at 12:00 PM; followed by the 
men at 2:30 PM. All Forester teams are off between Octo-
ber 20th and October 23rd. 
